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Report to the Citizens
The annual reports of your municipal government are presented in this report includ-
ing the financial activities as voted by the citizens, and the financial condition of the
community.
The four Public Works Projects were completed or brought to near completion. The
recreation project and the Bridge Street sewer line were completed. The Town Office
project was close to completion and the addition to the Town Garage for ambulance stor-
age and highway department use is complete except for grading and paving, plus some
minor items. These projects were financed 100 percent by Federal monies.
The Department of Housing and Urban Development approved a Community Develop-
ment Block Grant for acquisition of the former McKee Inn for rehabilitated housing for
low income elderly persons. In addition, funds will be provided to assist home owned low
income persons to make certain home improvements.
The year ended with a budget surplus of $15,756.00 making the current surplus (excess
of assets over current liabilities) increase from $35,922. to $51,678.00.
A special thanks goes to Glenn S. Sheridan for her many years of dedicated and faithful
service to the community at the Information Booth and throughout the year. Mrs. Sheri-
dan was unable to complete the summer at the Booth.
I express my appreciation to the Board of Selectmen for their continued leadership,
the department heads, and employees for their dedicated service, the various committee




The proposed budget for the fiscal year 1979 follows. The budget is prepared by the
Budget Committee from information furnished by the Board of Selectmen and other
Town Officers. The Budget Committee held a public hearing for a general discussion of
all recommended appropriations. Expression from the public is a determining factor as
to the amount of appropriations, or a particular appropriation. Many long hours were
spent by the Committee and Town Officials in preparation of the Budget. It is their feel-
ing that the expression of the public is reflected in the Budget.
Included is the estimate of revenues and actual revenues, appropriations and expendi-













1 . Town officers' salaries 31.700 00 39.690 00
2 Town officers' expenses 1^.150 00 18.200 00
3 Election and Registration expenses 7% 00 ijOO 00
4 Municipal and District court expenses n.g-so 00 lif,600 00
5 Expenses town hall and other buildings 16,800 00 21 , 200 00
6 Reappraisal of projierty
7 CETA 40.000 00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
10 Police department 78,S00 00 89,850 00
1 1 Parking Meters - operation & maintenance •3,5^0 00 3,550 no
12 Fire department, inc. forest fires 28, 760 on 24,1 50 on
13 Blister rust and care of trees ^ ,000 00 1 ,000 on
14 Planning and Zoning ?, 7ij.fi no T,6?0 no
15 Damages by dogs 1 ,?00 00 Qon 00
16 Insurance 23;88ij- 00 30.466 00
1 7 Civil Defense
18 Conservation Commission
HEALTH DEPARTMENT:
23 Health Dept. - Hospital - Ambulance 32.427 50 32,527 40-
24 Vital Statistics 3';o on 350 nn
25 Town Dump and Garbage Removal 16.600 00 1 7 . 500 on
HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES;
30 Town road aid 876 00 99 <; R2
31 Town Maintenance 153.710 00 176.583 00
32 Street Lighting 22,S00 00 25.000 00
33 General expenses of highway department
LIBRARIES:
38 Library 17.787 86 18.953 ^
PUBLIC WELFARE:
42 Town poor .3,S00 00 3.500 00
43 Old age assistance ?1 , '^00 15.000 ,00
44 Aid to permanently and totally disabled —
1













49 Memorial Day - Old home day ^0 00 400 00
RECREATION:
52 Parks & Playground, inc. band concerts 206. 08S 10 140,343 51
PUBLIC SERVICES ENTERPRISES:
56 Municipal Sewer Dept. 14.000 00 39.700 00
57 Municipal Water Dept. 39.500 00 41 , 500 00
58 Municipal Electric Dept.
59 Cemeteries 2,500 00 2,500 00 i
60 Airport 1.000 OO 1 ,nnn nn
61 Historical Society 500 00 ^00 00
UNCLASSIFIED:
62 Damages and Legal expenses 2,500 00 ? ,'^m no
63 Advertising and Regional Associations 6,200 00 6,?00 nn
64 Employees' retirement and Social Security 15,800 00 iq.inn no
65 Contingency Fund 8.000 00 8.000 00
DEBT SERVICE:
71 Principal-long term notes & bonds 115.000 00 120.000 00
72 Interest-long term notes & bonds 71 . 600 00 67.220 00
73 Interest on temporary loans 8,200 00 14.030 00
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
75 New Equipment 31 , 500 00 21 , 500 00
76 Covered Bridee Rehabilatation ?o,nno nn
77 Bridge Construction t4,500 00 7';,nnr) nn
'o Water Tiine Con.structi on .5.000 00 5,000 00
79 Np„ TjinH 20,000 00 20.000 00
80 qpupT Rnp-i npPT-i ng Phasfi 7 100.000 00
PAYMENT TO CAPITAL RESERVE FUND:
""
82 Equipment (Highway, Fires. Ambulance") 17 . 500 00 18,000 00
83 Water Dept. 7.000 00 3,000 on
84 EDA Publice Works Proiects 550.000 30
85 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS


















86 Resident Taxes 17, -510 00
1
17.780 00 17 . 500 00
87 National Bank Stock Taxes 1,96^^ 00 1.964 00 2.000 00
88 Yield Taxes ^88^ 00 6.030 00 5.800 00
89 Interest on Delinquent Taxes 16,000 on 16,136 00 16.000 00





94 Meals and Rooms Tax ?7 , ?R-i 00 27 , 281 69 27,250 00
95 Interest and Dividends Tax ?>R,6lR no 28,618 11 2,8,600 nn
96 Savings Bank Tax 7,Rnn nn 7,800 on 7,800 nn
97 Highway Subsidy ?q,q?T on ?2,026 17 31,225 no
98 Railroad Tax
99 Town Road Aid 4.000 00
100 State Aid Construction
101 Class V Highway Maintenance
102 State Aid Water Pollution Projects 118.849 00 118.849 00 135.682 00
103 State Aid Flood Control Land
104 National Forest Reserve
105 Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 7'+'5 00 745 20 745 00
106 Reimb. a/c Fighting Forest Fires
107 Reimb. a/c Exemp.-Growing Wood & Timber
108 Reimb. a/c Road Toil Refund
109 Reimb. a/c Old Age Assistance 200 00
110 -RiL-^iinPRS Prnfits t.ay 119, -520 00 119.520 36 125.496 00
1 1 1 r.V.Tt^ P-rngT-a.mR 40.000 00
'
' 2 P . f'l . F . 109,000 on
113
114
FROM LOCAL SOURCES, EXCEPT TAXES
1 1 5 Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 57,000 00 64,416 00 64,000 00
1 16 Dog Licenses 900 00 1,217 70 1,500 00
1 1 7 Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 1 ,S00 on l,4qf^ 00 1,50C on
1 18 Fines & Forfeits, Municipal & District Court I'^.OOO on I4,8lf 54 15,00C nn
1 1 9 Rent of Town Property 3,200 00 3.146 50 3.20C 00
120 Interest Received on Deposits 17.466 6? 17.57" 85 25.49' 00
121 Income From Trust Funds 91,436 30 91.43-= 30 134. 71£ 51
122 Income From Departments 8.00C 00
123 Income From Sewer Department 34.000 00 34.09C 96 39.70C 00
124 Income From Water Department 51 . 500 00 42.29' 88 49.50C 00
125 Income From Electric Department
126 Surplus Budget 2.50C 00
127 Parking Meter Income 3.-5 50 00 2.89£ 00 3.55C 00
128 Ambulance Fees 16.000 00 14.70' 75 16.60C 00
129 Transfer from Sewer Const. Acct.
1
° 5.00C 00
130 KDA Grants 550.000 00
131
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
132 Proceeds of Bonds and Lon^ Term Notes 34,500 no 115,00C 00
133 Withdrawal From Capital Reserve 20,000 00
134 Revenue Sharing Fund 56,500 00 56,50C 00 56,00C 00
135 Anti Recession Fund 19,500 nn 17,56f 00 15,00C 00
136 EPA Sewer Engineering 75, ooc 00
137 TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDtTS 1,455,355 97 738,909 01 1,073,361 5i
Board of Assessors
The Board of Selectmen-Assessors are charged with the responsibility of fairly and
equitably assessing all taxable property at its full and true value. TTie assessors have ac-
complished that very difficult task well. The gross assessed valuation of taxable proper-
ty reached $26,778,040. Removed from the gross figure was $1,032,140. for current use as-
sessments, $10,000. blind exemption and $180,700. of valuation for elderly exemptions,
making a net taxable valuation of $366,750. The equalization survey shows the town is
assessing at 61 percent of full value.
The current use assessment law offers land owners who qualify an assessment on their
land at its current use, i.e. farm land, forest land, etc., not taking into consideration the
location of the land or its true value or market value. The range of valuations of these
lands are determined by the current use Advisory Board. Land to qualify must first
meet the criteria established by the Current Use Board. The law also contains a provi-
sion for a land use change tax of 10 percent which becomes due if the land changes to a
non-qualifying use. Applications for current use assessment must be made each year
before April 16th to be eligible or to continue eligibility.
The elderly exemptions are for those property owners who have reached the age of 68
and do not have a combined income of more than $6,000.00 or for a single person more
than $5,000.00, and do not have assets in excess of $35,000.00. Applications are required
and must be filed before April 16th of each year. Application forms are available at the
Town Office. The 1978 elderly exemption was $5,000.00 and was not reduced by the
equalization figure as in past years.
The Board approved a total of 282 applications for veterans exemptions, four at $700.00
for service connected disability, 265 at $50.00 per application or less. The exemption is on
taxes and the total taxes exempted was $16,700.
The Board assessed all known boats located in Lancaster on April 1st and assessed the
$10.00 resident tax to all persons between the ages of 18 and 65.
The Board of Assessors held meetings to receive inventories of taxable property forms
and answer all inquiries relating to them. Other meetings were arranged for particular
situations involving assessments. The Board attended meetings conducted by the N.H.
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Taxes, Revenues and Tax Rate
Property Taxes: The 1978 property taxes committed to the Tax Collector was
$1,344,564.95. Add to that amount $16,700.00 for approved Veterans Exemptions and
$9,342.00 of overlay for abatement and refunds, making the gross property taxes
$1,370,606.95. The schools share of the tax was $1,054,100.00, the Town received $328,440.,
and Lancaster's share of the Coos County Government was $55,504.00.
Federal Revenue Sharing: The town received $56,500.00 in Federal Revenue Sharing
and interest earned on the fund of $685.41 made a total of $57,185.41. Anti-recession funds
approved for use was $19,500.00.
Other Taxes : The $10.00 Resident tax committment was $17,510.00. Interest and divi-
dends tax returned $29,780.00, rooms and meals tax $27,281.00, Savings Bank tax
$7,800.00, and the Highway Subsidy (gas tax reimbursement) $29,933.00. Only the resi-
dent tax is collected locally. A complete list appears under the summary of receipts.
Revenues: Motor vehicles permit fees increased this year and is the single local reve-
nue producing item, this year's yield was $64,416.00. Others include district court returns
$14,818.00, interest on taxes $18,136.00, interest earning from the bond issue money
$16,867.00. These and others are found in the summary of receipts.
Tax Rate: The approved 1978 tax rate was $53.00 per $1,000.00 of valuation. The rate
for each entity of government was: Municipal $12.70, School $38.30 and County $2.00.
The tax rate is determined by applying the total net amount of money necessary to be
raised by property taxes to the net taxable valuation of the Town. The 1978 property tax-













A summary of the Town's, School's (Lancaster's share of the White Mountains
Regional School District), and Coos County (Lancaster's share) budgets are listed





Less : Foundation Aid
Less : Foster Children Aid
Plus : Property Adjustment
Less : Appli. Bus Prof. Taxes
Net Raised by Property Taxes $ 972,45L98 $ 837,661.05
Town
Total Appropriations $1,664,026.00 $1,497,256.50











Less : Appli. Bus. Prof. Taxes 31,075.20 29,595.54
Net 297,364.80 242,395.71
Plus : Veterans Exceptions & Overlay 9,342.00 21,566.94
Amount Raised by Property Taxes $ 306,706.80 $ 263,962.65
County
Lancaster Share Coos Cty. Bud. $ 55,504.00 $ 78,034.84
Less: Appli. Bus. Prof. Taxes 5,856.48 5,577.62
Amount Raised by Property Taxes $ 49,648.52 $ 72,457.22
The amounts raised for veterans exemptions and for overlay are included in the
amount of property taxes and reflected in the tax rate of the Town only.
1978 Gross Property Taxes $1,344,565.00
School Town County

































The new Rotary Lodge rental cabin at the Col. Town Community Camp is ready to be
used beginning May 26, 1979. The Rotary contributed $1,000 for materials much like their
predecessors did for the original cabin 50 years earlier.
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Town Clerks Report
The Town Clerk collected and transferred to the Town the following sums from sources
of revenue:



















The Lancaster Planning Board conducts regular meetings every second Tuesday of
each month beginning at 7:30 P.M. The hearings are held in the Town Hall District
Courtroom and are open to the public. In addition to the regularly scheduled meetings,
the Board held special meetings for particular sub-division or for other planning related
matters.
Land owners are reminded that sub-division approval of any planned division of land is
required before a parcel of the land division can be properly sold.
The Planning Board approved 21 sub-divisions of land, approved the revision of ano-
ther, and approved 2 corrections to previous sub-divisions. A 5 lot sub-division request
was reduced to 4 lots to meet sub-division regulations. Of the approved sub-divisions, the
majority were single lot sub-divisions or the division of an existing parcel of land with a
building, into two separate lots, to make available for sale a building lot or a lot with the
building thereon. There were five multi lot sub-division.
Zoning Board
Zoning Board of Adjustment: The Zoning Board heard five cases; two were for special
exceptions, each for a commercial use in the agricultural district, approved. Two vari-
ances were approved to locate structures closer to the property line than permitted by
the Zoning Ordinance. One appeal was denied the appellant to re-establish a non-con-
forming use after the time to continue the non-conforming use had expired. A summary
of the permits issued and their estimated value follow
:
The Building Inspector issued 35 building permits for new residential, commercial,
and agricultural structures and additions, or improvements to existing structures. Four
requests for permits were denied and appealed to the Zoning Board of Adjustment. A
summary of the permits issued and their estimated value follow
:
Permits Issued Estimated Costs
10 Single Residential Family Units $225,000.00
8 Additions and Alterations 30,000.00
8 Garages 26i500.00
2 Commercial Additions 10,600.00
2 Agricultural Structures 9,800.00
2 Swimming Pools 14^000.00




North Country Council, Inc.
In Lancaster, North Country Council assisted in preparing by-laws to the flood insur-
ance program. Assisted the town in preparing a successful HUD application for $174,250
in housing rehabilitation program funds.
The North Country Council continued to make substantial progress in 1978 by provid-
ing services in the following areas:
Planning Services: Providing local technical assistance to member communities con-
tinued to consume a good amount of Council time. Areas of assistance include: master
planning, subdivision regulations, zoning, reviewing development proposals, mobile
homes, grantsmanship, etc. Through a grant from the Farmers Home Administration,
NCC will have the services of a project planner and planning engineer to further assist
communities in water supply, solid waste and review of development proposals.
Economic Development: NCC updated its Overall Economic Development Program, a
requirement which entitles the North Country to EDA grants and loans. The Council also
completed a Wood Energy Study and a Downtown Improvement Program for 1 town.
Through the resources of the University of New Hampshire, a business counseling pro-
gram is being developed. Federal and state agencies use the Council's work as a guide
for future public investments.
Preparation of Regional Plans : In 1978, the Council adopted and published both the Land
Use Element and the Housing Element. Both of these documents provide a broad frame-
work for action in these two areas. In the area of solid waste, the Council has coordinated
a number of meetings with the NH Air Pollution Control Commission, Division of Public
Health and sponsored a meeting on solid waste disposal in January 1979. The Council has
continued to make progress in the Public Transportation Program. NCC also coordina-
ted with the NH Department of Public Works and Highways in the annual meeting to re-
ceive local input on needed highway improvements. Much of the Council's time is spent
responding to requests from Selectmen on various planning matters. Fact sheets have
been prepared on soils and community planning, wetlands, and master planning. Other
educational documents will be prepared in 1979.
North Country Perspective: NCC continues to respond to opportunities to provide a
North Country perspective to federal and state policies. NCC represented the area in a 3-
day workshop as part of the Farmers Home Administration's national assessment of ru-
ral community facilities. Council members represent the North Country on the State's
"208" Water Quality Program, solid waste program and other areas. The Council testi-
fied before the NH House subcommittee on Growth.
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Education and Information: For the third consecutive year, the North Country Council
co-sponsored the six municipal law lectures. A special workshop was held on the de-
velopment of small hydro sites. NCC also sponsored a North Country meeting of bank-
ers, real estate agents, local officials, and other development interests to inform them of
the opportunities under the NH Housing Finance Agency's mortgage program. With the
advent of Planning Profiles, the Council's monthly newsletter, NCC is making an effort
to keep local officials and interested persons up-to-date on Council programs and other
related planning activities. In a further effort to solicit local input on planning projects,
the Council has been holding a series of subregional meetings around the North Country.
In 1979, the Council expects to provide more services to local officials to help them car-
ry out the goals of their own towns. The newly-funded Area Development Assistance
Program will provide greater assistance to communities. NCC will be working on an
energy program to determine the practicality of developing indigenous energy resour-
ces. Requests for community planning services will increase.
Membership in the Council over the last five years has increased from five members in
1973 to forty active members in 1978. A good deal of service has been provided in that
period and it is hoped that more can be provided in the years ahead. Ideas on how the
Council can be of greater assistance to towns are welcomed. The Board of Directors and
all the members of the North Country Council greatly appreciate the support received
from the towns. This support has enabled the Council to provide its planning services for
the region and local communities.
Santa with Mike Beattie and Citizens Committee Chairman Erling Roberts beginning the
drive to obtain safer transportation for Col. Town program participants.
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Elections and Registration
Town Meeting: The March 14, 1978 Town Meeting opened at 10:00 A.M. with Modera-
tor Robert D. Calamari opening the polls for voting by official ballot for all Town Officers
and for the Expanded Elderly Exemption, voting continued until 7 :00 P.M. at which time
the polls were closed for voting and the meeting opened to act on the other articles in the
town meeting warrant.
There were 324 ballots cast for Town Officers, including absentees and the following
were elected to the various offices, all three year terms, except where indicated. This is
the first year that the moderator and supervisors of the check list were elected at Town
Meeting, this will occur every two years. Usually these officers were elected at bi-an-
nual elections.
Selectman Norman H. Cross
Town Clerk Dorothy H. Willson
Town Treasurer AnnM. Grondin
Moderator (2 Years) Robert D. Calamari
Supervisorof the Checklist (6 Years) Agnes C.Moody
Library Trustee Beth Hancock
Trustee of Trust Fund Dennis G. Merrow
Budget Committee Lee E. Eastman
Janet M. Ouellet
2 Write-ins (Tie Vote) Earle K. Amadon
Everett Rexford
Emmons Smith Fund Elmer 0. Henson
Col. Town Spending Committee (3) Ronald N. Bailey
Grace M. Lee
Clifford A. Rowe
The question of adopting the expanded elderly exemption was defeated 158 to 133. It's
believed the change in the regular elderly exemption made the exemption satisfactory
and a change was not necessary.
The evening session was open at 7:00 P.M. with the invocation by Rev. Norice Gallop,
the remaining articles in the warrant were then considered.
The meeting authorized the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow money in antici-
pation of tax receipts, and approval was received to authorize the Selectmen to dispose
of any real estate that may be acquired by Tax Collectors Deeds.
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The Revenue Sharing Article asking authority to withdraw $56,500.00 from the Re-
venue Sharing Fund for setoffs against appropriations for new equipment $31,500.00, for
the fire department supplies $2,500.00, $14,500. towards the police department budget and
$8,000.00 towards the operation of the highway department.
Anti-recession funds expenditure was approved for use within the highway budget.
Voters gave approval to the Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend funds that may
become available under the Public Works Employment Act, up to $550,000. They also
gave second approval to the expenditure of the Public Works Funds approved in 1977 in
the areas recommended, this action was to correct any possible misinterpretation of vo-
ter intent.
The voters recognized the need to replace a bridge on Pleasant Valley Road and gave
approval to borrow long term money to accomplish the reconstruction.
Approval was received to change the purpose of a capital reserve fund established to
build an addition onto the Town Garage, to purchase lands. One parcel for parking for
Town Hall use and for a future site of a police station joins a piece of land now owned by
the Town, and the other parcel is to expand the land fill area.
An article asking authority to apply to the Federal Land and Water Conservation Pro-
gram for a grant of $109,000.00 to expand improvements of the Col. Town recreation faci-
lities was approved.
The voters discontinued and made subject to gates and bars the Morse Road, located
off Martin Meadow Pond Road: approved an appropriation of $1,000. for assisting the
maintenance of the Whitefield Regional Airport, and voted not to have the Town Clerk
accept voter registration cards.
An article to authorize the N.H. Housing Commission to sponsor 35 dwelling units of
substantially rehabilitated housing for elderly and low income persons drew consider-
able discussion. An amendment to change the article to low income elderly only was
adopted.
An amendment was offered to change an article to approve the purchase of all the land
owned by Harry A. Gregg Revocable Trust by the White Mountains National Forest and
make some of the land available for lease for agricultural use, but failed to gain the ne-
cessary votes. The article then was adopted as presented which omitted from the pro-
posed purchase the lands fronting Garland and Pleasant Valley Roads.
The meeting then approved the Budget as submitted by the Budget Committee and au-
thorized the Selectmen to expend the money.
The meeting with meaningful discussion by many people closed at 10:40 P.M., and vot-
ing by ballot was continued until all had cast their ballots.
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District Court
The Honorable Walter D. Hinkley is Justice of the Lancaster District Court, the
Honorable Paul F. Donovan is Associate Justice, and Mr. George Carter is the Clerk.
The expenditures of $13,940.00 made by the town was for the salaries of those court of-
ficers. The following show the receipts of the Court and how the funds were distributed
and expended.
RECEIPTS DURING THE YEAR
Fines, etc. $34,792.68
DISBURSEMENTS
N.H. Division of Motor Vehicles
Penalty Assessment sent Treasurer
N.H. Fish & Game Department
Special Justice


























TO SERVE AND TO PROTECT
Your Police Department is sincerely grateful for the support shown to us by all con-
cerned, both local clubs and individuals, all of which leads to the accomplishment and
efficiency of the department.
Again, as in the past, there was an increase in calls for police services. The number of
complaints and calls received in 1978 by the department was 1,968, a 54 percent increase
over last year.
These figures are not to be misconstrued that there has been a 54 percent rise in crime
in Lancaster, although crime has risen here as well as it has in other parts of the country,
but it is a reflection on the changing moods of the people. While some have completely
disregarded the rights of others and go outside of the law to satisfy their own needs and
wants, other citizens want the law upheld, and become involved by making crime
reports to the department. The latter is needed and welcomed by your department.
Another side which lends itself to increases is the coordinated effort of all members of
your police department. It is our way of showing the inhabitants of Lancaster that when
we have a great faith in your backing, we show that we can and will do a just and honest
job in our positions as law enforcement officers. Today, more than ever, police work is a
profession that can only be and must be done by professionals.
Motor vehicles complaints processed through court rose from 380 to 393 with the
biggest increase coming under speed, unregistered motor vehicle, DWI, operating
without a license, and failing to yield.
In 1978 there were 181 theft complaints which include theft by unauthorized taking, by
deception, by extortion, and burglary. Of the complaints stated 52 court complaints and
49 juvenile petitions were issued to the court.
Juvenile involved crimes rose to 191 complaints being brought to the attention of the
department of these 63 juvenile petitions went before the court, 49 received counseling by
the department and turned over to parents, 53 were given reprimand by police person-
nel, and 11 were turned over to outside agencies. The court petition included offenses of
burgarly, theft, stolen motor vehicles, assault, possession of controlled drugs, all of
which are of a serious nature.
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As part of the changes made in the department for us to give you better police services,
there has been a slight upgrading of our telephone communications, by an additional
telephone for non-emergency business calls. This new number is 788-4659. The
emergency number remains the same 788-4402.
Also this year, we were able to acquire through federal funding, a much needed
clerical worker. By filling this position it enables the uniformed officer to spend more
time on more important law enforcement matters. The demand for more paperwork and
report writing is ever increasing, not only by Federal and State mandate, but by sophis-
tication of the system. This year police personnel spent 2,570 hours on paperwork, hours
that should have been spent out on the street doing police work. For this reason, we hope
that the town will see fit to fund this position when federal funding runs out.
This year, as in the past beside in service training we attended training sessions in
Berlin, Concord, and Durham put on by NHSTC. All members of the department,
regulars and specials took part in this training.
Members of the Police Department invite you to stop at the Station, talk to the patrol-
man on the street about their duties, and what is going on in the Department, and we are
responsive to your needs and problems 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
MOTOR VEHICLE COURT CASES —393
Operating under the influence of liquor or drugs 32
Speeding ( ( Radar, unreasonable) 197
Illegal use of snowmachines 4
Non-inspection 21
Yellow line and improper passing 17
Failure to yield or stop at stop sign 20
Defective and unsafe equipment 13
Unregistered motor vehicle 12
Operating without a hcense 26
Operating after suspension or revocation 4
Improper operation of motor vehicle 17
Allowing improper person to operate 3
Passing a school bus 4
Failure to use protective equipment 4
Conduct after an accident 7
U-turn 8
Operating to endanger and reckless operation 4
CRIMINAL COURT CASES — 176
Theft (unauthorized taking, services, stolen property, etc.) 13
Unauthorized entries (burglary, trespassing, etc.) 16
Fraud (forgery, bad checks, on creditors, etc.) 31
Obstructing government operation (resisting arrest, apprehension) 6
Breach of peace (disorderly conduct, intoxication, etc.) 19
Assault (simple and aggravated) 11
Rape (sexual assault) 3
Destruction of property (criminal mischief) 7
Possession of a controlled drug 3
Failure to answer summons 2




Property damage under $300.00 48
Property damage over $300.00 61
Property damage listed as total 10
Accidents requiring medical attention 14
Accidents requiring hospitalization 3
Accidents involving pedestrians 1
Number of one car accidents 51
Number of two car accidents 68
Number of accidents involving animals 3
COMPLAINTS FILED — 1965















Hit and run 7
Miscellaneous 881
OTHER ACTIVITIES
Motor vehicle checked 259
Motor vehicle warnings 128
DE tags issued 38
Emergency blood runs 55
Assistance to sick and injured 106
Assistance to motorists in trouble 294
Doors and windows found open 87
Parking tickets issued 230
Assistance to other departments 81





A decrease of six calls from 1977 is reflected in the breakdown of calls for this year.
The Department retired from service, a 1956 Ford Seagraves which was sold to Jeffer-
son, N.H. Replacing this truck was a 1978 Boyer on a Mack Chassis. The new truck car-
ries 750 gallons of water and is capable of pumping 1000 gallons per minute. A deck gun
was also purchased for use with the new truck.
Radio equipment that was approved last March, was installed in the Departments ve-
hicles, and also three hand held units were also put into service. All of Lancasters Emer-
gency Services are now linked together to form a very smooth running operation.
The Department extended invitation to the N.H. State Fireman's Association to hold
the 1979 convention in Lancaster. This invitation was accepted and Departments from
all over N.H. will arrive in Town in fall of 1979 for the Annual State Convention. This will
mark the first time that the Department has hosted this event.
The N.H. Fire Service conducted a fire school in Lancaster for area firefighters in the
spring of the year. This also was a milestone in bringing classes closer to the area, ra-
ther than send men to Keene and other southerly areas where the bulk of fire service
training is conducted.
The Fire Prevention policies of the Department have grown even more in the past year
and many programs were conducted for various groups on Fire Prevention. Informative
classes were conducted for health service personnel, service groups, schools and admi-
nistrative personnel.
The Municipal Box Alarm system was gone over quite thoroughly and changes made
in conjunction with the construction of the new Town Garage, and also renovations and
construction of the new Town Offices.
Fires related to the burning of wood continue to be a major problem and continued ef-
fort is under way to make the village aware of these problems and correct them before
fire damage occurs.
The Officers welcome inquiries and will do their best to assist residents with any prob-
lems they have related to Fire Prevention methods. The support the firefighters need to




















Report of District Fire Chief
and Town Forest Fire Warden
For more than 80 years, a cooperative effort between the State of New Hampshire and
local forest fire authorities has created a forest fire prevention and suppression program
that is recognized as superior throughout the United States.
Since the first forest fire laws were written in 1895, the state and local community
governments have worked together to prevent and combat forest fires.
Today, 249 forest fire wardens and more than 1,800 deputy wardens are appointed
every three years by the State Forester to work with the members of the State Forest
Fire staff in this effort. State funds are used to pay one-half the cost of forest fire sup-
pression costs incurred by local forest fire organizations, within pay rates established by
the Governor and Council. State funds matched by local funds are used to purchase hand
tools to suppress forest fires, to train local forest fire crews and in forest fire prevention
work.
All outside burning, when the ground is not covered with snow, is permitted only after
obtaining a written fire permit from your local Forest Fire Warden. Penalty for burning
without a permit when one is required is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine up to $1,000
or a jail term of up to one year or both.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
!
1978 FOREST FIRE STATISTICS
No. of Fires No. of Acres Burned
State of N.H. 1,433 460
Districts 14 11
Town Lancaster 1 1.25
RICHARD C. BELMORE ROGER EMERY




The highway personnel performs many functions, all seasons of the year, including
street and road maintenance, sidewalk maintenance and construction, and many more.
This summer several streets were resurfaced with asphalt and leveling work with as-
phalt was continued. Under a new limited State Aid program parts of Bunker Hill St.,
High Street, and Summer Street were leveled and paved. The improvement upgraded
those streets and it's planned to continue the program.
In the fall improvements were continued on Page Hill Road by widening, improved
drainage and gravel fill. The program is funded under the Town Road Aid Program, a
state aided program.
Winter is always a busy time with snow plowing, snow removal, sanding, and salting,
and other maintenance efforts. One of the largest snow falls came on February 8th, re-
cording over 20 inches. Plowing continued long hours and no real problems resulted
from the storm that delayed traveling.
The spring time is cleanup time and cleaning sand from the streets that was spread in
the winter is a big job. Then there is cleaning parks, patching streets, cleaning ditches
and road sides. Preparing for summer responsibilities is also part of it all.
WATER DEPARTMENT
The N.H. Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission has placed all municipal
surface water systems in three priority categories and Lancaster's is on the list of those
communities that within ten years will be required to have full and complete treatment
consisting, in general, of chemical coagulation, sedimentation filtration, and disinfec-
tion. An alternative to full treatment is a ground water supply.
A consulting firm engaged to locate new water sources and to determine costs and re-
quirements to meet the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act and the requirements of the
N.H.W.S. and P.C.C. filed their reports. The costs to meet those requirements is stag-
gering and beyond the means of the town to support alone. Application for a grant to help
finance the project was filed with the Farmers Home Administration.
The water system functioned well with little interruption to users. An old water line
was replaced on Smith Place. Several service lines were replaced and additional ser-
vices were added to the system.
SEWER DEPARTMENT
A new sewer line was added on Bridge Street which was financed through a Federal
Public Works Grant. Adequate funding was not available to complete the line but is
planned to be included with the next step in sewage and surface drainage federal funded
project. When complete it will offer relief to the North Main and Main Street lines, and
eliminate the Main Street pumping station.
Maintenance of the transmission lines continued. Many of the problems encountered
are those caused by people disposing of items that are not conductive to the proper func-
tion of a sewer system.
The sewage treatment facilities operated well and free of serious problems. The cost
of operation is significantly affected by power and chemical costs. The system is a com-
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bined system with both storm water and sanitary, and all must be pumped to the lagoons
and treated with chemicals before liquids are released. Recognizing the problem, the
town approved funds for preliminary engineering for separation of storm water from the
sanitary system. The phase one study was completed this year and phase two funding
will be requested next year.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Due to State and Federal regulations, disposal of solid waste has become a severe and
costly problem to all communities such as Lancaster. There are several methods and
combinations of methods which will comply with existing regulations.
Landfill, which is now the present town system; open pit incineration, which may have
trouble complying with clean air requirements; closed incineration, collection and
transportation, and recycling, which would be incorporated with one of the above.
As with any alternatives there are many positive and negative aspects. Landfill is a
method by which the wastes are spread in thin layers, compacted and covered with a
layer of soil each day. Sorting of waste or recycling is not a necessity. There is no problem
of air pollution, however, a site must be chosen that would not allow the pollution of
ground water. Initial investment should be less than in incinerator equipment, but its lo-
cation, to be acceptable to the public is more critical. The useful life of the landfill would
be limited and generally based upon cover material available and the amount, if any, of
recycling.
Incineration requires costly initial investment, technical maintenance, and a sorting
of trash. There is a residue from incineration and other trash that cannot be burned, so a
landfill site is still a necessity. The life of the landfill area would be greatly lengthened
obviously. This is the factor that has been the deciding point for many communities, to
shift to incineration, especially in areas where available land is at a premium.
Collection and Transportation, if to a privately owned disposal area, relieves the com-
munity of much of the problems stated above, but adds more to the financial burden and
is a solution only as long as the private area can handle the refuse.
Recycling, if practiced, is a break even business at best and more likely done at a cost
to the community. The advantages are a prolonged life for a landfill, less material to
haul if a private transport and area is the disposal method chosen, and efficient opera-
tion of an incinerator system, and prolonged life of the incinerators. Communities using
the recycling process have found that great public education and policing is necessary to
maintain the separation of bottles, cans, cardboard, etc. to the level that is required.
After a study of the situation, the surface of which has been mentioned here, it is our
recommendation that Lancaster acquire an acceptable site that can accommodate a
well operated landfill system without thought of recycling at this time. This will allow
the town to comply with any regulations now existing with the least financial cost and be
in a position to deal with future regulations. If incineration becomes a necessity, it can
be incorporated with the landfill system and a recycling program initiated at that time.
It should be pointed out that there are regulations in effect regarding the covering of
material that is being transported to a landfill area, either by individual or commercial
haulers. Perhaps these regulations have not been strictly enforced but such will not be
the case in the future. For those that do not know the regulations, copies are available.
It is the intent by this paragraph that the highway to the landfill area be as clean and
neat as any other in town. A word, or paragraph, to the wise.
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Municipal Cemeteries
The maintenance costs of Municipal Cemeteries and income is included in the state-
ment below. Of the total $2,500. was raised by taxation, the balance from other sources.
The cemeteries include the Wilder, Main Street; Summer Street Cemetery and No. 10 on
the Martin Meadow Pond Road.
1978:Cash on Hand—January 1,
Regular Account
Special Account
Siwooganock Guaranty Capital Fund
























Balances on Hand—December 31, 1978:
Lancaster National Bank—Regular a/c






































Town Welfare: There were 11 families assisted by the local welfare, involving 18
adults and 22 children. Most cases are of short duration, assisted until accepted under a
state aid program, other programs or until employment can be found. Two local funds,
administered by committees, have helped keep local welfare costs to a minimum. Infor-
mation concerning these funds may be learned by contacting the Town Office.
The Medicaid Program helps reduce local costs, the program is designed to assist per-
sons who do not have the means to provide for their medical care, or who do so only at a
great financial sacrifice. Through this program, pharmaceutical, laboratory, skilled
nursing home care, and physician's services are supplied in whole or in part. In de-
termining eligibility for these services certain limitations have been established on the
amount of annual income and assets that persons may have.
State Welfare Assistance: The State Department of Welfare administers the Old Age
Assistance program which is financed jointly by Federal, State and local governments.
The state administers aid to families with dependent children and aid to qualified dis-
abled people. A method of financing, effective August 30, 1978, in the O.A.A. and aid to
disabled persons has changed; any person who has received aid for one year under the
program will then be transferred to the County, which reduces the local direct cost.
The Town is assisting in support of an average of 29 recipients of the Old Age Assist-
ance program, tied to aliens program, and the disability program. There was an aver-
age of eight recipients under Nursing Home care. After August 30, 1978 the average
dropped to 12, but could increase during the next year.
Information concerning these programs may be received by contacting the N.H. De-
partment of Welfare, Berlin, N.H.
Food Stamps: Lancaster residents must contact the Berlin office of the Public Wel-
fare Office, telephone 752-7800, for an appointment to apply. If anyone thinks they may
qualify for food stamps, they should telephone for an appointment so a determination
can be made. Beginning with 1979 purchase of food stamps will not be required, the




In 1978, we have circulated more non-fiction books than ever before. Most of these
books have been of the do-it-yourself type, such as repairs on the family home, how to
paint and paper, and appliance repair; as well as how to grow your own vegetables and
preserve them, and raising animals for food.
As the economy worsens, people are looking for more ways to save money and your lo-
cal library has books in every field you could ask for.
When books are not available in the local collection %ve can request help from any other
library in the state.
Lancaster can be especially proud of the fact that its people support the library better
than almost any other town of its size in the whole state.
The Friends-of-the-Library group are still showing films at the elementary school each
Monday and sponsoring the story hour for pre-school children each Thursday morning.
In August, Charlene Mahns was hired to replace Patricia Sanborn.





For Year Ended, December 31, 1978
Balance on Hand, Checking Account January 1, 1978 $ 1,211.14
Received from:
Fines and Photocopier Fees $ 377.77
Col. F.L. Town Income Spending Committee 1,800.00
Shurtleff Fund Interest 25.44
Brackett Fund Interest 5.47
Linscott Fund Interest 354.31
Certificates of Deposit Interest 219.58
Town of Lancaster, Appropriation 17,200.00
Trustees of Trust Funds, 1978 Earnings 3,328.93






Social Security and Other Benefits 1,079.47
Lights, Telephone and Water 801.93
Heat 1,308.18
Insurance and Bond 796.00
Flowers and Dues 49.00




Office, Janitor and Audio Visual Supplies 483.41
$29,801.38
Balance on Hand, Checking Account December 31, 1978 $ 1,069.46
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Ambulance Service
The ambulance service expanded this year to include the towns of Whitefield and Dal-
ton. A summary of calls appear, which include emergency calls, patient transfers and
accident victims.
The service also responds to local fire calls to offer their services, if needed.
We thank the dedicated volunteers of the Lancaster Ambulance Corps for their service
to the community and for unselfishly giving many hours standing by prepared to answer
any call. Members of the Corps gave many more hours of their time for further training
and for refresher courses.






















The towns of Dalton, Jefferson, Lunenburg, Guildhall, and Whitefield contribute to the
maintenance and operation of the Ambulance Service, for serving communities.
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Public Health
The Lancaster Public Health Nursing Service, Inc., is a certified home health agency.
We orovide home health services to all in the community who are in need of these ser-
vices. The programs sponsored by the Agency include: care of the sick; skilled mrsing,
physical therapy and a child health program. We are in the process of adding the ser-
vices of a speech therapist to our program.
We continue to serve the communities of Lancaster, Groveton, Whitefield, Dalton, Jef-
ferson and Stark. We also have a medicare contract with towns of Randolph, Gorham,
Shelburne, Milan and Dummer.
We continue to hold adult blood pressure clinics in the towns of Lancaster, Groveton,
Whitefield, Jefferson and Stark. These clinics include diabetic and anemia screenings
twice a year.
Pre-school physicals were held in June with 55 children examined by Dr. Brian Beattie
and Dr. Gregory Shields as well as a dental hygienist from Dr. Perreault's office.
Pre-school vision and hearing screenings were done on 85 children in May. Immuniza-
tion clinics are held on the third Friday of each month. A total of 355 children were im-
munized.
The Public Health Nursing Committee organizes the Agency program. The committee
is composed of volunteer members from each of the towns served by the Agency. The of-
ficers for the past year were:
Chairman: Mrs. Roland Kimball
Vice-Chairman: Mrs. Keith Tenney
Secretary: Mrs. Benjamin Blodgett
Treasurer: Mrs. Robert Quay
We wish to extend our appreciation to the organizations that have assisted us during
the year. The Lancaster Ambulance Corps, The Emmons Smith Fund, White Mountain
Community Services, Crippled Children's Services, N.H. Heart Association, New Hamp-
shire Department of Welfare, and Communicable Disease Control.
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A total of 288 physical therapy visits were made to area residents in 1978, and a total of



























I would like to extend special thanks to the Public Health Nursing Committee; the Me-
dical Staff of the B.D. Weeks Memorial Hospital; Dr. Robert Lewis; Dr. Laura Nathan-
son; Mrs. Stewart Foss; Mrs. Mary-Lou Fitch, R.N.; Mrs. Marion McCaig, R.N.; Mrs.
Carol Haas, R.P.T. ; Miss Eleanor Kenney, R.N. ; and Mrs. Patsy Pilgrim, R.N. ; as well
as the members of our communities for their guidance and support during the past year.
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Lancaster Town Warrant
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Lancaster, in the County of Coos, qualified to vote in
Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Lancaster on Tuesday, the thir-
teenth day of March, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the subjects hereinafter
mentioned. The polls will be open at said meeting place on said date from ten o'clock in
the forenoon until seven o'clock in the afternoon for the reception of your ballots for the
election of Town officers and said polls will be open for such additional time after 7:00
p.m., as shall be determined by said meeting for the reception of your ballots on any
matters to be voted on by written ballot at said meeting.
1. To choose all necessary Town officers for the ensuing year.
2. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow
a sum or sums of money not exceeding in the aggregate the amount of the tax commit-
ment of the previous year (1978) in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current
municipal year, and to issue in the name and on the credit of the Town negotiable notes
therefor, said notes to be paid in the current municipal year from taxes collected during
the current municipal year.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to administer or dispose of any
real estate acquired by tax collector's deeds.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as
setoffs against budget appropriations in the amount indicated and, further, to authorize
the Selectmen to make pro rata deductions in the amounts as estimated entitlements are
reduced or to take any other action hereon. The Selectmen and Budget Committee re-
commend appropriations as follows:
Appropriation Estimated Amount
Office Equipment $ 2,500.00
Office Assistance 4,500.00
New Equipment 21,500.00
Fire Dept. Supplies 3,000.00
Public Safety-Police Dept. 19,500.00
Highway Maintenance 5,000.00
$56,000.00
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to use $15,000.00 of funds which
may be received by the Town from the federal government under Title II (Anti-recession
Fiscal Assistance to State and Local Governments) of the Public Works Employment
Act of 1976 for highway maintenance. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
.
6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, contract for, and
accept any grants of Federal Funds or Aid under the Public Works Employment Act of
1976, or any replacement thereof.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy-Five Thous-
and Dollars ($75,000.00) for the purpose of paying the Town's share of the construction
cost for a new bridge across Garland Brook, so-called, on Garland Road; and for this
purpose to authorize the Selectmen to borrow, by the issue of Serial Notes of the Town in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 33 of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Anno-
tated, being known as the Municipal Finance Act, and any amendment thereto, the sum
of Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000.00), and to authorize the Selectmen to deter-
mine the time and place of payment and the rate of interest on said notes and do what-
ever may be necessary and convenient in connection with the issuance thereof. (Recom-
mended by the Budget Committee).
8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to purchase a tract of land for
the purpose of developing a proper solid waste land fill operation and to do all things ne-
cessary to finalize said purchase; and for this purpose, to authorize the Selectmen to bor-
row, by the issue of Serial Notes of the Town in accordance with the provisions of Chapter
33 of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, being known as the Municipal Fi-
nance Act, and any amendment thereto, the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars
($20,000.00), and to authorize the Selectmen to determine the time and place of payment
and the rate of interest on said notes and do whatever may be necessary and convenient
in connection with the issuance thereof. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand
Dollars ($20,000.00) for the purpose of paying the Town's share of the rehabilitation cost
for the South Lancaster Covered Bridge, so-called, over the Connecticut River, off N.H.
Route 135; and, for this purpose, to authorize the Selectmen to borrow, by the issue of Se-
rial Notes of the Town in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 33 of New Hampshire
Revised Statutes Annotated, being known as the Municipal Finance Act, and any amend-
ment thereto, the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00), and to authorize the Se-
lectmen to determine the time and place of payment and the rate of interest on said notes
and do whatever may be necessary and convenient in connection with the issuance
thereof. (Recommended by the Budget Committee).
10. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue as an open highway and make same sub-
ject to gates and bars, that part of the Flaherty Road, so-called, commencing at the
Westerly end of the Robert Johnson driveway and continuing Westerly on said road to
the section already discontinued and made subject to gates and bars per vote at 1942
Town Meeting.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars
($1,000.00) to be used for the purpose of assisting the Whitefield Regional Airport in the
cost of operating and maintaining said Airport. (Submitted without recommendation by
the Budget Committee).
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, contract for, and
accept grants of federal or state aid, or both, for the purpose of reconstructing Town
roads and bridges, or portions thereof, hereafter destroyed or damaged by floods and to
raise such sums of money as may be necessary for the Selectmen to carry out the pur-
pose of this Article.
13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to purchase the land and buil-
dings located at 186 Main Street in said Lancaster, and being the former McKee Inn Pro-
perty, so-called, and being presently owned by the Farmers Production Credit Associa-
tion with Community Development Block Grant funds from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development, and to do all things necessary to finalize said pur-
chase.
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell the land and buildings
at 186 Main Street, in said Lancaster, being the former McKee Inn Property, so-called, to
an apropriate corporation for the purpose of latter's development of the premises, with
its own resources, for housing for low income elderly citizens.
15. To see if the Town will vote to retain and hold for public use certain real estate, for-
merly owned by Verna Howes, situate on the Easterly side of Portland Street in Town of
Lancaster, said real estate having been acquired by the Town via Tax Collector's Deed
dated May 10, 1973 and recorded in Volume 561, Page 66 of Coos County Registry of
Deeds.
16. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of NHRSA Chapter 72 :62 for a pro-
perty tax exemption on real property equipped with a solar energy heating or cooling
system which exemption shall be in an amount of 100 percent of the value of the solar
energy heating or cooling system. (By petition to Selectmen)
.
17. To see if the Town will vote to restore the stage facilities in the Town Hall of Lancas-
ter, with complete separation from Town offices, to include the dressing rooms, toilet fa-
cilities and exit door on Mechanic Street as originally arranged before renovations were
made. (By petition to the Selectmen).
18. To see if the Town will vote to accept the budget as submitted by the Budget Com-
mittee.
19. To direct how money raised for the above purposes be expended.
20. To act upon any other business which may legally come before said meeting.




Selectmen of Town of Lancaster, New Hampshire




Selectmen of the Town of Lancaster, New Hampshire
Debt Service
Bond Issue: The principal payment on the Sewer Bond Issue was $100,000. and interest
$70,425.00 of which the State of N.H. paid $122,016.00. A schedule of the Bond follows
:
Long Term Note: A $5,000.00 payment was made on the $20,000.00 note issued for use
towards the construction of the swimming pool. The interest cost was $705.00.
Temporary Loans & Interest: The interest cost to borrow $550,000.00 in tax anticipation
notes was $9,499.32, the highest in years. Early payment of taxes or part payment of
taxes could help reduce the money necessary to borrow, resulting in a savings to all.
LONG — TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Statement of Debt Service Requirements as of December 31, 1977
Amount of Orig inal Issue
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Issued December 1, 1978
$15,000. at 5.25 Percent
Principal Interest






Information Booth : Attendant Glenn S. Sheridan began the year at the Booth, but for
health reasons was prevented from completing the year. Her able assistants continued
the operation with success. The number of people that called at the booth increases each
year; well over 11,000 people called at the booth this summer.
Information about Lancaster, the State and County is given and folders are supplied to
those requesting them.
White Mountains Region Association : A summary of your Region Association's activi-
ties during the past fiscal year are : Solicited and prepared listing material for the 1978
editions of the State's Lodging in New Hampshire and your Association's Where to Stay-
Dine directories. The latter directory was expanded to include dining only establish-
ments, and the number of copies printed and distributed was increased by 10,000. The
past few years your Association has spent more time and money in distributing the ac-
commodations directories, and an informal survey of numerous member establishments
indicates the return on invested dollars is much improved.
Your Association began revamping its White Mts. Map and Guide. The new edition,
distribution of which will begin in the spring of 1979, will be twice the size of the present
Map and Guide, and will allow present information to be better organized. In addition, it
will provide more space for new information about our White Mountains Region. Also,
the new Map and Guide will include information about activities which heretofore were
provided in separate brochures, i.e.. Fall Foliage Tours, Cross Country Skiing, and Ca-
noeing and Kayaking. 100,000 copies of the new Map and Guide are expected to be prin-
ted each year.
Working with Mr. Homer May of Haverhill, advertising and production manager, the
Association published several issues of Outlook magazine. Paid circulation is increasing
with each new issue, and the response of many readers continues to be positive. The ma-
gazine's greatest impact, your Association feels, has been with our state's representa-
tives in Concord. Outlook, indeed has helped get the "word out" to many of those in state
government that the White Mountains region is alive and active.
The Association continued its support of the White Mountains Center for the Arts, a re-
gional project that grows in attendance each year. As many of you know, the Center's
board recently made a decision to try and raise $1 million dollars for the purchase and
endowment of the Center at Waumbek in Jefferson. Your Association, through its execu-
tive director, co-chaired a committee on alternative sites. At the request of the board,
the committee spent considerable time investigating the possibility of relocating the arts
center in the Franconia-Littleton-Bethlehem area. The committee also discussed with
representatives of the Mt. Washington Valley Chamber of Commerce possible relocation
in the North Conway-Jackson area.
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Additional activities of your Region Association, its executive director and executive
secretary included: Set up bi-monthly WMRA board meetings, set up the 40th annual
WMRA meeting at the Mt. Washington Hotel, at which Former Ambassador Robert Hill
of Littleton spoke (during the afternoon session Mr. Merle Hagen, professor of business
administration at New England College, gave a seminar on advertising and promotion
essentials for small business) ; attended numerous board meetings of the White Mts.
Center for the Arts, and several meetings of the North Country Transportation Advisory
Committee (chaired by the North Country Council), set up a special WMRA board meet-
ing in Haverhill to discuss industrial park development. (Mr. Paul Guilderson, director
of Industrial Development, State of N.H., participated as well as David Kirker, president
of Northern Community Industrial Corporation), wrote several news releases, and a
guest editorial for the Littleton Courier, attended a most informative tourism conference
in Boston, sponsored by the Council of State Governments, spoke about the importance of
vacation-travel in the region at a meeting of the North Country Board of Realtors, put to-
gether bus tour information for the region's hotel-motel-restaurant industry, compiled
an inventory on the number of overnight accommodations in the region to determine
what the region's population would be if all available beds are filled (hospitals need this
information to prepare for any widespread emergencies)
,
placed Association inquiry ad-
vertising in several other visitor related brochures in the region, participated in a visit
New Hampshire mall show in Burlington, Mass., spoke before the N.H. Council on the
Humanities, attended several meetings of the N.H. Travel Council and contributed $500
to its travel trailer promotional show, continued the Association's participation in 4-H in
Coos, Grafton and Carroll Counties, and in the N.H. Christmas Tree industry's vendor,
held two membership drives during the year, sent out notices of a special meeting in
Campton of the N.H. Hotel-Motel Association regarding the proposed National Labor Re-
form Act, attended meetings of the New Hampshire Council of Region Association's re-
printed the Canoeing and Kayaking guide to the White Mountains, and prepared reports
for the 1978 annual meeting. Your Association also answered 3,239 single inquiries,
wrote 196 personal letters, processed 53 bulletins of lodging and real estate inquiries,
processed 13,598 mimeographed letters, and wrote 7 news releases.
In closing, your executive director would like to sincerely thank the outgoing presi-
dent, Betty Falton of Pittsburg, for her energy and participation. Mrs. Falton, who hails
from Pittsburg, has been an important voice on the importance of regional activities and
programs.
Respectfully submitted,
Ned Pinkerton, Executive Director
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Colonel Town Recreation Program
1978 Annual Report by Superintendent of Recreation
The Col. Town Recreation Department is operated with funds derived from the Col.
Francis L. Town Trust Fund. Lancaster's programs and facilities are administered by
the nine member Col. Town Spending Committee. Committee members and I welcome
ideas and suggestions that will improve services to the community.
The Facility highlight of 1978 was construction of three new cushion coated all-weather
tennis courts and rebuilding the outdoor basketball court. Other capital improvements
included paving and curbing the Community House rear parking lot, paving the pool
entrance road and the walkway to the bathhouse and the installation of fencing around
portions of the field. All of this new construction was paid from the $120,000. grant
received under the 1976 Local Public Works and Capital Development Act administered
by EDA. The project was designed to meet existing needs while not creating additional
future maintenance costs.
Several of Lancaster's recreation athletic teams enjoyed outstanding seasons. Mike
Cozort coached 77-78 girls junior high basketball team and they captured league and
playoff championships. Coach Robert Sinclair's junior high soccer team won the state
championship for the third time in five years. The Roberts Motor Sales men's soccer
team were undefeated league champions of the Major Division in summer soccer under
player-coach Mike Cozort. The teams only loss came in the playoff finals.
Kiwanis Club awarded jackets to all members of the Col. Town Little League cham-
pion Kiwanis team coached by Jim McLaren and Bob Snowman. The Col. Town swim
team finished a strong second in the annual Col. Town Invitational meet defeating
several swim teams they had lost to earlier in the season. The future swim team com-
petitive program will benefit from formation of a swimmers parents organization under
the leadership of Mrs. Mary Jane Falkenham. Another parents organization that is
having a positive effect is the Lancaster Youth Hockey parents formed in the fall of 1977
and going strong under the leadership of President Shirley Duke.
We are very pleased to have more parents becoming involved with youth programs.
Parents can put many of the little extra's into a program that help make better
programs. The Babe Ruth baseball and Little League baseball have had some adult
volunteer participation for several years. More parental involvement in the baseball
programs would be helpful. As many of the volunteer parent-leaders mentioned above
have discovered, a parent does not need to be expert in a particular sport to be an asset to
the program.
Program volunteers area very important part of a municipal recreation program. We
would like to give special recognition to regular volunteers Arlene and Bill Allin, Jim
Hampton, Jim McLaren, Bob Snowman, Pete Pinard and Robert Sinclair who have
given very unselfishly of their time to help several programs for many years.
ADULT ACTIVITIES
Lancaster's adult population is requiring more and more facility time for active re-
creational pursuits. Popular adult activities during the past year included oil painting
classes, co-ed volleyball, men's basketball, women's basketball, tennis instruction and
tournaments, men's soccer, and Softball for men and for women. The Col. Town Senior
Citizens make good use of the facilities for their functions. The senior adult monthly craft
classes co-sponsored by Lancaster Rotary Club remain popular which pleases instructor
Andrea Leaver. The Col. Town Skirts and Flirts square dance club organized last spring
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began a beginners class in September. We look for more couples to become involved with
square dancing when another class begins this September. The availability of the Town
Hall for recreation provided excellent accommodations for the Scottish dancing classes
on Tuesday evenings. New adult programs in 1979 include classes in italic handwriting, a
form of calligraphy which means "beautiful handwriting", and a class in children's
literature. We also intend to promote our summer swimming program more for adults
and change the operating hours to encourage more use of the pool by adults.
COMMUNITY CAMP
The Col. Town Community Camp, an outstanding family-group picnic area, enjoyed
it's most successful season ever with over 6,000 recorded visits. Caretakers George and
Thelma Murphy's warm hospitality and enthusiasm makes the facilities even more
enjoyable. The Rotary Lodge rental cabin, unusable for the past five years, was torn
down and completely rebuilt late last season, thanks to a $1,000. donation from Rotary.
The purpose of the rental cabin is for "in-town family vacations." The cabin features two
bedrooms, living room and a kitchen-dining area. We encourage families or maybe just
dad and his boys to plan some overnight outings in the Rotary Lodge this summer.
Reservations should be made in advance for the cabin to insure availability.
ANOTHER PHASE OF SERVICE
The Col. Town Recreation Department attempts to have a positive effect on the com-
munity in as many ways as possible. As municipal agency, we qualify as a sponsor for
federally funded job programs. We feel that providing work opportunities for those in
need of a job as an important service. Taking better care of the facilities, accomplishing
improvements and creating additional activities have resulted from the added staff
whose salaries and benefits are reimbursed by the federal government.
I would like to list some of the accomplishments of our extra workers over the past
year. Building the Rotary Lodge cabin at the Community Camp, painting and repairing
the walls in the hallway to the girls locker room, painting boys locker room, game room,
under the balcony ceiling, boiler room, bowling alley gutters, entire girls locker room;
stripping, sanding, and refinishing gym balcony railings; outside the Community
House—replacing the shingles on the garage roof, clearing brush to improve the play-
ground area, painting sections of the house, installing wire on the grandstand and land-
scaping work around the pool; at the Community Camp—re-shingling half of the hall
roof, cutting trees and preparing the site for the new cabin, resealing the outside of the
caretakers cabin, refurbishing all the directional signs as well as making a new entrance
sign to replace one that was stolen. CETA workers have been good for the Col. Town
recreation facilities and also have aided our programs and services.
THANKS FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Many organizations, businesses and individuals have jumped in to help the Lancaster
Citizens Bus Fund Drive which began last fall. This special committee is dedicated to
providing safe transportation to program participants. We are especially pleased for the
strong support from the Senior Citizens, the group that most appreciates the availability
of the Col. Town bus for their activities. The Bus Fund Committee has raised $6,000.
towards their goal of $16,000. for a new bus.
Andrea and I would like to express our appreciation to the Spending Committee
members for their leadership and guidance. We also thank each member of the staff for
their dedication and interest. A special thanks to Play School volunteer leader Mrs.
Mary Gilbert, to Peggy Roberts for the outstanding job she did organizing the awards

























K of C Little League sponsor
Snowdrifters Peewee baseball sponsors
Rotary Little League sponsor
Rotary for Rotary Lodge
Miscellaneous
Town of Lancaster - support of pool
Total Income
Transfer from Savings A-C
Less check payment stopped






















Wages and Salaries $57,914.14
Retirement withheld $1,309.80
Retirement assessment 833.13
Income tax withheld 6, 198.36
Social Security withheld 4,186.59
Social Security withheld Col. Town 4,186.59
Blue Cross-Shield 1,691.06





Cabin at camp 2,346.59
Pool furnace 2,197.42
Easels and typewriter 402.65
Shingles 795.22
Light poles and lights 272 . 12
Paint marker 475.00
Oxygen equipment 118.60
Microphone, small items 92.98
7,770.30
House














Repairs - includes tractor 372.47



































Uniforms and trophies 859. 12
Insurance other items 270.33
Miscellaneous







Dues and fees 282.00
Care of Col. Town lot 120.00
Treasurer's pay and supplies 1,291.12~
5,337.04
Total expenditures $126,641.34
Transfer to Savings Account 5,000.00
$131,641.34




Colonel Town Trust Fund
For The Year Ended December 31. 1978
Investments, December 31, 1977
Income From Investments - 1978
Profit From Securities Sales
Payments to F. L. Town Spending Committee
Expenses of Administration *
Investments, December 31, 1978
Original Trust - 1926
Profits
Losses














* Expenses of Administration
Investment Fees $2,,671.50
Accounting Service 750.00
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Report of Audit
KILLION, PLODZIK & SANDERSON
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS
171 NORTH MAIN STREET
CONCORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 0330I
TOWN OF LANCASTER
AUDITOR'S OPINION
We have examined the financial statements of the various funds and
groups of accounts of the Town of Lancaster, New Hampshire for the year ended
December 31, 1978 listed in the foregoing table of contents. Our examination
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards , and accord-
ingly included such tests of the accounting records as we considered necessary
in the circumstances.
The Town of Lancaster has not maintained a record of its general fixed
assets, and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in the financial report.
In addition, the Town has not capitalized the cost of property and
equipment purchased by the Enterprise Funds (Sewer and Water Departments) . Like-
wise, no depreciation expense is recorded on these funds. Generally accepted
accounting principles require that property and equipment of enterprise funds be
capitalized and depreciated over the useful lives of the assets. The Town's
records do not permit the application of adequate procedures to enable us to
determine the cost value of capital assets or related depreciation expense on
them.
Because of the material effect of the omission of fixed assets and
related depreciation on the financial position, we do not express an opinion on
the financial statements of these Enterprise Funds.
In our opinion, the financial statements listed in the aforementioned
table of contents, other than the financial statements of the Enterprise Funds
(Sewer and Water Departments)
,
present fairly the financial position of the
various funds and groups of accounts of the Town of Lancaster, New Hampshire at
December 31, 1978 and the results of operations of such funds for the year then
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a
basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
The supplemental schedules included in this report, although not
considered necessary for a fair presentation of the financial position and
results of operations of such funds and group of accounts, are presented
primarily for supplemental analysis purposes. This additional information
has been subjected to the audit procedures applied in the aforementioned
examination of the basic financial statements and is, in our opinion, fairly
stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements









Submitted herewith is the report of an examination of the financial
statements of the Town of Lancaster, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31,
1978. Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the report.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
General Fund
Balance Sheet Exhibit A-1
Statement of Changes in Fund Balance Exhibit A-2
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues Exhibit A-3
Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures Exhibit A-4
A balance sheet disclosing the financial condition of the general fund
at December 31, 1978 is presented in Exhibit A-1. As indicated therein, the
unappropriated fund balance amounted to $51,678 at December 31, 1978. A statement
of the changes in fund balance is shown in Exhibit A-2.
Statements of estimated and actual revenues, appropriations and expendi-
tures are included in Exhibits A-3 and A-4, respectively. As indicated therein,
revenues in excess of estimates amounted to $49,502, while expenditures exceeded
appropriations by $33,746, resulting in a 1978 budget surplus of $15,756.
Capital Projects Fund
Balance Sheet Exhibit B-1
Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures Exhibit B-2
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
A balance sheet of the capital projects fund at December 31, 1978 is
presented in Exhibit B-1. A statement of appropriations, expenditures and unexpended
capital project fund balances is contained in Exhibit B-2. The total unexpended
balances amounted to $471,449 at December 31, 1978.
Special Revenue Funds
Balance Sheet '. . . . Exhibit C-1
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances . . Exhibit C-2
A balance sheet of all the special revenue funds is presented In Exhibit
C-1. These funds include federal revenue sharing and antirecession fiscal assistance
funds, Weeks Memorial Library, Summer Street Cemetery, and District Court funds. The
special revenue fund balances totaled $28,600 at December 31, 1978. A statement of
revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balances is contained in Exhibit C-2.
Enterprise Funds
Water Department Fund
Balance Sheet Exhibit D-1
Statement of Revenues and Expenses and Changes in Retained
Earnings Exhibit D-2
Statement of Changes in Financial Position Exhibit D-3
Sewer Department Fund
Balance Sheet Exhibit E-1
Statement of Revenues and Expenses and Changes in Retained
Earnings Exhibit 'E-2
Statement of Changes in Financial Position Exhibit E-3
The Town does not maintain a listing of property and equipment in the
enterprise funds and does not record related depreciation charges against current
revenues. Because of this departure in generally accepted accounting principles
recommended for enterprise fund accounting, we are unable to express an opinion as
to the fairness of the balance sheet or statement of operations and changes in fund
balances for the current year.
Trust and Agency Funds
Balance Sheet Exhibit F-1
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances . . Exhibit F-2
A balance sheet and statement of revenues, expenditures and changes in
fund balances of the trust and agency funds are presented in Exhibit F-1 and F-2,
respectively. These funds include the Town endowment funds, the Colonel F.L. Town
Trust funds, capital reserve funds and performance deposits fund. Total trust and
agency fund balances were $1,844,786 at December 31, 1978.
Debt Service Funds
Statement of Revenues and Expenditures Exhibit G
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
A statement of revenues and expenditures of the debt service fund is
presented in Exhibit G. The Town appropriated $115,000 for principal and $71,130
for interest payments for the current year redemption of sewer bonds and serial notes.
Long-Term Indebtedness
Statement of General Long-Term Debt Exhib-ti. h
A statement of the general long-term debt of the Town is contained in
Exhibit H. As indicated therein, the long-term debt amounted to $1,535,000 at
December 31, 1978.
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Application of the Municipal Budget Law
As indicated in the general fund statement of appropriations and
expenditures (Exhibit A-4) there was a net overdraft of town budgetary appropriations
of $37,202 as a result of 1978 operations.
In cases of this sort the provisions of the municipal budget law (R.S.A,
32:10) require that the Board of Selectmen, with the approval of the Budget Committee,
petition the Commissioner of Revenue Administration for a certificate of emergency
which would authorize the expenditures made in excess of budgetary appropriations.
The records do not indicate that this procedure was followed.
We feel that the primary cause of the net overdraft of appropriations was
the failure of the Town to appropriate monies on a "gross" basis. In towns operating
under the municipal budget law, R.S.A. 32:5 as amended in 1977, provides that "all
moneys appropriated by the town, . . . shall be stipulated in the budget on a "gross"
basis, showing revenues from all sources, including grants, gifts, bequests, and
bond issues, as offsetting revenues to appropriations affected . . ."
In 1978, the Town received $27,244 of Comprehensive Employment Training
Act funds as well as approximately $8,000 from income from departments, that appears
on the statement of estimated and actual revenues (Exhibit A-3)
.
Recommendation
We recommend that the Town appropriate all future expenditures in accor-
dance with State of New Hampshire accounting and statute requirements.
Implementation of Mechanical Accounting System
The increased number and complexity of the financial transactions of the
Town is continually growing. We feel that consideration should be given to utilizing
some type of mechanical accounting system which would perform multiple accounting
functions in a single operation, thereby eliminating duplicate record-keeping and
facilitate monthly and year-end reporting.
We would like to extend our thanks to the officials and office staff of













General (Net of Allowance)
Due From Other Funds
Capital Projects Funds
Special Revenue Funds
Enterprise Funds (Water Department)
Trust and Agency Funds
Due From Federal Sources






























School District Tax Payable
Due State of New Hampshire




Reserve For Encumbrances (Note 2)
Unappropriated Fund Balance
















Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues











State of New Hampshire
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Meals and Rooms Tax
Highway Subsidy
Aid For Water Pollution Projects
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal Lands
Business Profits Tax
Road Toll Reimbursements
Total State of New Hampshire
Local Sources, Except Taxes





Rent of Town Property and Equipment
Business Licenses, Permits and Fees
Dog Licenses











Comprehensive Employment Training Act
Total Revenues























15,000 14,745 ( 255)
16,000 18,142 2,142
3,550 2,898 ( 652)
3,200 3,147 ( 53)














94.068 ( 1.932 )
27,244 27.244
$1,912,538 $1,962,040 $49,502
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Statement of Revenues and Expenses and Changes in Retained Earnings






Administrative Services and Supplies












Total Services and Supplies
Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Revenue Before Capital Improvements
Capital Improvements
New Construction
Payments To Capital Reserve Funds
Total Capital Improvements
Net Operating Loss
Retained Earnings - December 31, 1977
Deduct - Prior Year Adjustment
Retained Earnings - December 31, 1977 - Adjusted
































Statement of Revenues and Expenses and Changes In Retained Earnings




Total Operating Revenues $33,511
*
Operating Expenses
Salaries and Wages $10.225
Administrative Services and Supplies
Office Supplies and Printing 1,416
Insurance 192
Social Security 673







Total Services and Supplies 21.969
Total Operating Expenses 34.475
Net Operating Loss Before Capital Improvements ($ 964)
Capital Improvements
Payments To Capital Reserve Funds 1,000
Net Operating Loss ($ 1,964)
Retained Earnings - December 31, 1977 $11,348
Deduct - Prior Year Adjustment 500
Retained Earnings - December 31, 1977 - Adjusted 10,848
$ 8,884
Deduct - Reserve For Uncollectible Accounts 764
Retained Earnings - December 31, 1978 $ 8,120
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Statement of Revenues and Expenditures
For The Year Ended December 31, 1978
Swinimlng
Pool
Total Sewer Bonds Notes
Revenues
Transferred From General Fund $186,130 $180,425 $5,705
Expenditures
Redemption of Bonds and Notes





The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
TOWN OF LANCASTER
Long-Term Debt Group of Accounts
Statement of General Long-Term Debt
December 31, 1978
AMOUNT AVAILABLE AND TO BE PROVIDED FOR





Total Amount To Be Provided $1,535,000
GENERAL LONG-TERM DEBT PAYABLE (Note 3)
Serial Bonds $1,510,000
Long-Term Notes
Total General Long-Term Debt Payable
25,000
$1,535,000
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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TOWN OF LANCASTER
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Note I - Summary of Significant AccountinR Policies
The following is a summary of significant accounting policies
employed in the preparation of these financial statements.
Fund Accounting
The diverse nature of governmental operations and the necessity
of determining compliance with legal provisions requires modification
of accounting systems commonly used by commercial enterprises. Rather
than establishing a single unified set of accounts to record and
summarize all financial transactions, the accounts of the Town are
organized on the basis of funds and account groups, each of which Is
considered a separate entity with self-balancing accounts that comprise
its assets, liabilities, reserves, fund balance, revenues and expendi-
tures or expenses, including Interfund obligations and transfers.
Operations supplying the basic services of a general government
nature which are controlled by legal budgets are accounted for in the
General Fund and Special Revenue Fund.
In addition to the general category of operations listed above, a
further distinction from accounting in commercial enterprises exists
with respect to capital expenditures. Capital expenditures are required
to be capitalized at historical cost In a General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts primarily for control purposes. The Town has not malnt^alned
a record of its general fixed assets, and accordingly a statement of
general fixed assets, required by generally accepted accounting prin-
ciples, is not Included in the financial report.
Fiduciary activities of the Town are accounted for in Trust Funds.
Budgetary Accounting and Encumbrances
General governmental revenues and expenditures accounted for in
budgetary funds are controlled by a formal integrated budgetary
accounting system in accordance with various legal requirements which
govern the Town's operations.
Basis of Accounting
The accounts of the General Fund, Special Revenue Funds and
Debt Service Fund are maintained and reported on a modified accrual basis.
All other funds included in the financial statements are maintained and
reported on the accrual basis.
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TOWN OF LANCASTER
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues are
recorded when received in cash, except in cases where they are both
measurable and available, and therefore are resources which may be
appropriated. Expenditures, except for interest on general long-term
debt which is recorded when it becomes due, are recorded XThen certain
goods or services are received and actual liabilities are incurred.
Investments
Investments in all cases are recorded at cost.
Enterprise Funds
Water and Sewer Departments
The enterprise funds follow the practice of charging the purchase
of property and equipment against operating expenses in the year
purchased which is not in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles.
In addition, no depreciation expense has been recorded on these
assets
.
Note 2 - Reserve for Encumbrances - $48,975
The reserve for encumbrances consists of the following unexpended
special appropriations:
Damages and Legal Expenses $ 2,500
Advertising and Regional Associations 1,500
Tax Mapping 5,455
New Equipment - Highway 17,712 (Revenue Sharing)
Refuse Disposal System 1,808
Land Purchase 20,000
$48,975
Note 3 - Serial bonds and long-term notes on the statement of general long-term
debt consist of the following:
Sewer Bonds Original Issue $2,170,000
Bonds payable to the Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company 4.50%
principal of $110,000 is due March 1, 1979 and the final payment of
$100,000 is due March 1, 1992. Interest is payable semi-annually,
March 1 and September 1.
Swimming Pool Notes Original Issue $20,000




NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
principal of $5,000 is due annually on October 15 through 1980.
Interest is payable on April 15 and October 15.
Fire Truck Notes Original Issue $15.000
Notes payable to the Siwooganock Guaranty Savings Bank, 5-1/4^.
Principal of $5,000 is due annually on December 1 through 1981.
Interest is payable on December 1, 1979.
Note 4 - Retirement and Pension Plans
Certain full-time town employees and the police department
employees are covered under the New Hampshire retirement system.
Contributions are deducted from the compensation of the employees at
various predetermined rates according to employment compensation.
The plan is completely administered by the State of New Hampshire.
TOWN OF LANCASTER
Combined Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements - All Funds










General Fund $167,287 $ 328,400
Capital Projects Fund 384,794 522 ,809 515,322 392,281























Totals $905,359 $3 ,913,923 ,118,431
Balances Classified By Depi
Petty Cash Funds
Boston Safe Deposit and '

















Schedule of Expenditures and Encumbrances
For The Year Ended December 31, 1978
Expenditures
Public Safety - Police $14,500




Highway Equipment ^-^' '^-^
Total Expenditures and Encumbrances $63,408
TOWN OF LANCASTER
Siunmary of Warrants
Fiscal Year Ended December 31,1978
Levies Oft
Prior
- DR.- 1978 Years




Taxes Committed To Collector
Property $1,327,951.00
Resident 17,510.00







Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes 38.00 7,168.00
Penalties on Resident Taxes 86.00 349.00





































Summary of Tax Sale Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended Decemljer 31, 1978
Levies Of:
- DR.- 1978 Prior Years
Unredeemed Taxes - DecemTjer 31. 1978 $ $111,225.00
Tax Sale of May 31. 1978 101,957.00
Interest and Costs Collected After Sale 726.00 9,770.00
Overpayment 25.00 25.00




Interest and Costs 726.00 9,770.00
Unredeemed Taxes - December 31. 1978 72,076.00 46,201.00




Town Manager, Donald E. Crane 788-3391
Town Clerk, Dorothy H. Willson 788-2306
Town Treasurer, Ann M. Grondin 788-3391
Town Accountant and Water Collector,
Vicki Gray 788-3391
Information of Zoning and Building
Permits 788-3391
Public Health Nursing Service ^ 788-2366
Col. Town Community Center 788-3321
School Department, Lancaster 788-4924
Supt. of School Office 837-2553












12 Main St., near Old Cemetery
13 Corner Main and Railroad Sts.
14 Corner Main and North Main Sts.
15 Corner North Main and Kilkenny Sts.
16 Corner Causeway and Summer Sts.
21 Corner Main and Elm Sts.
22 Corner Pleasant and Portland Sts.
23 Corner Williams and Prospect Sts.
24 Prospect St., near Mary Elizabeth Inn
25 Corner Elm, Burnside and Winter Sts.
26 Corner Elm and Water Sts.
27 Prospect Park
28 Portland St., near John Brooks
31 Corner Summer and Wolcott Sts.
32 Corner Railroad and Depot Sts., B&M Crossing
33 Corner High and Summer Sts.
34 Corner Summer and Middle Sts.
35 Corner Middle and Wesson Sts.
36 Corner Middle, Hill and Mechanic Sts.
37 North Road, (beyond Hospital)
41 Thompson Manufacturing Co.
42 Corner Main and Middle Sts., near Chesley's
43 Corner Main and Parks Sts.
44 WEEKS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
45 Elementary School Building
51 Bunker Hill St., by M.C.R.R. Crossing
52 Top of Bunker Hill St.
55 Red Cross - CD Emergency First Aid
66 Assistance to Other Towns
2 Chimney Fire
333 National Guard
7-7 6:45 A.M. — All schools closed entire day
CIVILIAN DEFENSE SIGNALS
Alert Signal—Steady Blast, 3 minutes
Take Cover Signal—Short Blast, 3 minutes
All Clear—30 Second Blast—2 minutes silence; repeated
